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Abstract
The use of laser pulse trains is one of the promisingmethods to achieve laser wake- field acceleration because of the low-energy requirements and high repetition rate. A new
design for the generation of a suitable train of pulses from a single high-energy fast pulse is presented, exploiting optical properties of the main pulse impacting, just before
the last focusing mirror, on a “mask” sectioned in concentric zones with different thickness, in order to deliver multiple laser pulses. A hole in the middle of the mask lets part
of the original pulse to pass through and provide electron injection. Wewill show how spatial and temporal profile of the laser emerging from each section are related to their
radius and thickness. In particular we use (i) a self-developed code based on diffraction theory to calculate the e.m. field at the focus plane of an off-axis parabolic mirror, (ii)
Mirò simulations to evaluate the effects on the pulse duration (iii) analytical solution for the time separation of the pulses. From this characterization it is possible to perform
plasmawakefield simulations and use the results as feedback for the choice of different mask’s parameters.

Multi-pulse LWFA

In Laser WakeField Accelerator (LWFA) a single high-energy fast laser pulse, fo-
cusedwith a peak intensity of order 1018Wcm−2, propagates through plasma, gen-
erating a density wave characterized by electric field of order 100GVm−1. In the
multi-pulse scheme a train of low-energy pulses, spaced by plasma period, gener-
ates the plasmawave by adding coherently thewakefields of each additional pulse.
The weaker impact on optical components, the possibility of optimize every pulse
in the train and a better efficiency in nonlinear regime [1] are the main advantages
of this method.

Space characterization

Electric field at the focal plane x′y′ is calculated in the framework of the Stratton-
Chu theory:
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where G is the Green function for the Helmholtz equation and n̂ the normal to
the paraboloid surface. Time dependence is intentionally omitted in this analysis
and contour effects are negligible in the far-field calculation. Considering aflat-top
profile and linear polarization for the original pulseE(x) = exp
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, and assuming perfect reflection, it is possible to
perform a numerical integration using a C++ code we developed. In particular we
integrate on the portion of the OAP surface selected by each section of the mask.
For the case studywe choose rextR4 < FWHM/2, i.e. all sections’ area are equal as the
energy they carry.
Due to the cylindrical sym-
metry, we plot E2 (inten-
sity) on the x′ axis of the fo-
cal plane. Peak intensities
are the same for every sec-
tion but the spot size be-
come smaller for the exter-
nal ones. Working in par-
allel with plasma simulation
can underlines which one of
these properties is most im-
portant, in order to adjust
themask.
Section radii are:
rintR1 = 5mm ≡ r rintR2 =

√
2r

rintR3 =
√
3r rintR4 = 2r

rextR4 =
√
5r

Simulation parameters: FWHM = 40mm, F/5,
θOA = 25◦, λ = 800nm.
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Model andmask
Among the differentmethods of producing pulse trains we propose a simple one: a
single high-energy pulse that impacts, before the last focusing mirror, on a “mask”
sectioned (as in figure) in concentric zone (in order to preserve the cylindrical sym-
metry) with different thickness, introducing a delay for each section. This tech-
nique, after experimental testing, could enable pulse train generation for already
existing laser systems. For a first model study we consider a mask with 4 sec-
tions and a hole in the middle which accounts for the ionizing pulse in the Reso-
nantMulti-Pulse Ionization injection (ReMPI) scheme [2]. Geometricalmodel is the
samepresented in apreviousworkona laser beam focusedbyanOff-Axis Parabola
mirror (OAP) [3].
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Time characterization
The separation between pulses depends on the group velocity delay of the original
pulse passing through the different sections. For a given thickness dwe have:

td =
d

c
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dλ

)
where c is the light velocity, n and dn/ dλ are characteristic of the material and λ is
the central wavelength. Equalling td and the plasma period Tp = 2π/ωpe it is pos-sible to calculate the thickness. For a slab of fused silica at 800nm, with an initial
electron density of 1018 cm−3, we get d = 22.77µm, which is reasonable enough for
modern technology.
The second order effect on a pulse travelling through matter is the group velocity
dispersion, which cause a broadening in the duration. To account for that we per-
form amono-dimensional simulation onMirò, using the same previous parameters
and a pulse with 1 J energy and 30 fs duration. In these condition there is no appre-
ciable broadening, the difference is, at most, 0.0001%.
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